
 

New process recycles valuable rare earth
metals from old electronics
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Scientists at the Critical Materials Institute, headquartered at the US Department
of Energy's Ames Laboratory, have developed a new two-step process to make
recycling rare-earth metals easier and more cost-effective. Here, magnesium is
melted with magnet scrap in an induction furnace. Credit: US Dept. of Energy's
Ames Laboratory
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Scientists at the Critical Materials Institute have developed a two-step
recovery process that makes recycling rare-earth metals easier and more
cost-effective.

Rare-earth metals are valuable ingredients in a variety of modern
technologies and are found in cell phones, hard disk drives in computers,
and other consumer electronics, which are frequently discarded for
newer and more up-to-date versions.

According to the Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. consumers
disposed of 3.4 million tons of electronics waste in 2012. Continuously
increasing global demand for new consumer electronics in turn drives
demand for rare-earth metals, which are difficult and costly to mine.

But recycling rare earths isn't necessarily any easier.

"Recycling rare-earth metals out of consumer waste is problematic, and
there are multiple obstacles in the entire chain from manufacturing to
collection infrastructure to sorting and processing," said CMI scientist
Ryan Ott. "We're looking at ways to make the processing part of that
chain—removing the rare-earths from scrap magnet material—better."

Building upon previous research work done at the Ames Laboratory, Ott
and his research group have developed a two-stage liquid metal
extraction process that uses differences between the solubility properties
of different elements to separate out rare-earth metals.

"Magnesium has good solubility with rare-earths, particularly with
neodymium, and poor solubility with the other components of magnets,
like iron and boron," said Ott.

In the liquid extraction method CMI has developed, scrap metals are
melted with magnesium. The lighter atomic weight rare earths like
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neodymium bind with the magnesium and leave the iron scrap and other
materials behind. Then the rare earths are recovered from the
magnesium through vacuum distillation.

In the second step, another material is used to bind with and extract the
heavier atomic weight rare earths, like dysprosium.

Finding the best way to do the second step was the important
breakthrough, Ott said.

"Extraction of the heavier rare earths was always the difficulty of this
process, and those materials are the most valuable. So finding a way to
do that successfully was the key to making it more economically viable
as a large-scale recycling method."

Developing economical recycling methods to reduce waste of rare-earth
materials— which are critical to clean energy technologies like electric
vehicles, wind turbines and energy-efficient lighting— will boost U.S.
manufacturing competitiveness and energy security.

For information regarding the licensing of this technology, contact Craig
Forney at Iowa State University's Office of Intellectual Property and
Technology Transfer, 515-294-9513, ceforney@iastate.edu.

The Critical Materials Institute is a Department of Energy Innovation
Hub led by the U.S. Department of Energy's Ames Laboratory. CMI
seeks ways to eliminate and reduce reliance on rare-earth metals and
other materials critical to the success of clean energy technologies.

Ames Laboratory is a U.S. Department of Energy Office of Science
national laboratory operated by Iowa State University. Ames Laboratory
creates innovative materials, technologies and energy solutions. We use
our expertise, unique capabilities and interdisciplinary collaborations to
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solve global problems.

Ames Laboratory is supported by the Office of Science of the U.S.
Department of Energy. The Office of Science is the single largest
supporter of basic research in the physical sciences in the United States,
and is working to address some of the most pressing challenges of our
time. For more information, please visit science.energy.gov.
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